Chapter 9
WPCTSA SHORT RANGE TRANSIT PLAN
The following plan presents strategies to enhance the WPCTSA program over the coming seven
years. This chapter presents the individual plan elements in brief, based on the discussions
presented in previous chapters; the reader is encouraged to refer to previous chapters for
additional background.
Other Regional Transit Operator Plan Elements Affecting WPCTSA
To address planned development and provide a more seamless service to residents of the
region (and pending further analysis), the Lincoln and Rocklin/Loomis Dial-A-Ride areas will be
merged, and expanded to the west to include all areas east of a line ¾ miles west of Industrial
Boulevard, as per the PCT SRTP. This will have an impact on WPCTSA Health Express Service as
non-emergency medical trips which travel between Lincoln/Rocklin/Loomis could be served by
DAR instead of Health Express. This will relieve some capacity on Health Express.
Origin/destination trip samples in Table 11 of this document show that approximately 50 trips
or 11 percent of Health Express monthly ridership was between Lincoln and Rocklin.

SERVICE PLAN
The Consultant recommends the following strategies to improve mobility for low income,
elderly and disabled western Placer County residents.
High Priority Strategies with Minimal Operating Cost Impacts
These strategies will have no or minimal cost increases over existing conditions.
Use Connect Card for Bus Pass Subsidy Program
WPCTSA should work to include the Bus Pass Subsidy Program as an option on the Connect
Card program. This will make the Bus Pass Subsidy Program easier to use for social service
programs as well as provide options for purchasing multi-ride passes. Along with expanded
marketing, this strategy will increase the use of the Bus Pass Subsidy program.
Apply for Grant Funds on Behalf of Seniors First to Purchase Meals on Wheels Route Scheduling
Software
The Seniors First Meals on Wheels and MyMeals programs has grown from providing 100 meals
per day up to a current level of 400 meals per day. Given the projected rate growth of the older
adult population in Placer County, the need for these programs will continue to increase. A
recommended cost effective strategy to improve transportation access to food is to apply for
grant funding on behalf of Seniors First to purchase route scheduling software specific to Meals
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on Wheels programs. The software would replace the current paper manifest system and
would increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the program. The initial cost of the software
will be around $300 - $500 (depending on the number of licenses) with a monthly fee of $25 150 thereafter for hosting, customer service and support (depending on the level of support).
Transportation software is an eligible expense for the FTA 5310 grant program.
Supplement Short Distance My Rides Trips with a TNC Voucher Program
TNC’s should be used to supplement short distance My Rides service, if volunteer driver
capacity falls below the ridership needs. Seniors First could provide a discount code to the
eligible My Rides participant usable on a TNC service for 50 percent of the cost of a TNC trip up
to $5.00. With a subsidy ceiling in place, there would be no need for geographical limitations
other than it should be within western Placer County. With an initial budget of $3,000 for this
program, an additional 260 trips could be carried annually.
High Priority Strategies Reflecting Policy Trade-offs due to Operating Cost Impacts
The following strategies will increase operating costs of the WPCTSA program, but are
recommended additions to the program if adequate ongoing funding is available.
Services with Supplemental Cost Impacts
Increase WPCTSA Funding for South Placer Transit Information “Call Center” Program to Cover
Full Cost of Program
Per the existing WPCTSA agreement, CTSA funding for the South Placer Transit Information Call
Center Program is capped at $300,000 annually through FY 2020/2021. This level of funding
generally covers the contract with MV Transportation to operate the call center but it does not
cover administrative overhead costs such as City of Roseville staff hours managing and
marketing the program, telecommunications, supplies, utilities, etc. Without administrative
support the program would not be able to continue as is. Therefore, it is reasonable for
WPCSTA to increase the level of funding for the South Placer Transit Information “Call Center”
to cover the full cost of the program for this SRTP planning period.
Increase WPCTSA Funding for Transit Ambassador Program
Similar to the South Placer Transit Information Call Center, funding for the Transit Ambassador
Program (also operated by the City of Roseville) has been capped at $30,000. This level of
funding only covers the Community Relations Analyst position. Other indirect costs such as
administrative oversight, supplies, marketing, and utilities are now funded through the City of
Roseville. This strategy will adjust the level of funding for the existing transit ambassador
program to cover the complete cost of the program beginning in FY 2021/2022.
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Services with New Cost Impacts
Expand the Capacity of Health Express Service
Data and discussions with Seniors First staff indicate that Health Express has reached its
capacity to accommodate all eligible trip requests. Some of this excess demand could be served
by local DARs once the Lincoln/Rocklin DAR services merge. However, demographic projections
indicate that demand for the service will grow. In order to accommodate existing needs as well
as to accommodate future ridership growth, the Health Express service should be expanded. In
the short term, one additional bus should be operated for four hours each weekday. This will
increase marginal annual operating subsidy by $32,150 per year, but the associated ridership
increase will meet operating subsidy per trip standards. Seniors First projects that by the end of
the planning period ridership could increase by 60 percent, as population grows and if capacity
is expanded. As all vehicles used for Health Express are owned by the transit contractor,
WPCTSA would not need to purchase a new vehicle.
Regional Mobility Management Program
Through a contract with Paratransit, Inc, the City of Roseville operates a Mobility Management
Program. The goal of the program is to provide DAR passengers with the skills to use fixed route
service instead of relying on door to door DAR. Professional mobility trainers spend many one
on one hours with passengers helping them to read schedules and board buses so that they feel
comfortable using a fixed route bus. Most of the program participants are seniors or persons
with disabilities. Operation of the Mobility Management Program is currently funded by a FTA
5310 grant. This grant will end in FY 2020/2021. Additionally, administrative overhead costs
were not covered by the grant.
The Mobility Management Program meets the goals of WPCTSA by improving mobility for
elderly and disabled residents as long as the program operates at the regional level. Therefore,
it is reasonable for WPCTSA to fund the Mobility Management Program beginning in FY
2021/2022. However, surveys of program participants should be conducted periodically to
determine the success of the program and its continued cost effectiveness.
Strategies Which Require Further Study
The following strategies require further study to determine specifics of the program and if the
program is warranted.
Placer County Management of Health Express
Currently, WPCTSA staff provides administrative oversight of the Health Express program,
including management of the contract with the transit operator and Seniors First. Shifting the
management of the Health Express contract to Placer County would have regional benefits:
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consistent oversight of regional transit services in the County, and the availability of trained
field personnel to respond to complaints and operational challenges. Another factor to
consider is that the PCT SRTP recommends the combination and expansion of Lincoln/Rocklin
DAR areas. After this is implemented, non-emergency medical trips between Lincoln and
Rocklin should be provided on DAR not Health Express. Including Health Express as one of the
contracts managed by Placer County would improve coordination among the many demand
response services in the region.
However, this would come at a cost. Preliminary estimates indicate that Placer County’s costs
to manage the Health Express Program would be on the order of $25,000 annually. While there
would still be WPCTSA staff costs associated with Senior’s First administration of the program,
WPCTSA staff time managing MV’s contract would be eliminated and would partially offset
Placer County’s costs of $25,000. Further study should be conducted to determine if the
benefits of shifting management of the Health Express program to Placer County are worth the
additional costs. Review of this institutional management option should occur prior to
expiration of MV contract for Health Express and issuing the Request for Proposal for
operations of Health Express service.
Partner with Health Care Entities Regarding Providing TNC Subsidies for Patient Transportation
Outside the Hours of Public Transit Service
WPCTSA could build on the partnerships with health care facilities by assisting with
transportation for qualified residents after a hospital stay or medical test outside the hours of
available public transit. One strategy would be to provide a low level of funding to subsidize
TNC trips for this purpose. First, WPCTSA would need to work with health care facilities to
determine the level of demand and hospital staff’s willingness to manage the program. Next, a
series of parameters and policies would need to be established for the service, including the
following:
 Clients eligible for the discount, and eligibility process
 Trip purposes, medical facilities, residential locations and hours of the day that the
discount is eligible
 Level of discount
 Participating TNC and local cab companies
 Monitoring and reporting procedures
This program would require staff resources to initiate, as well as ongoing subsidy. While the
specific cost would depend on the parameters discussed above, a reasonable budget would be
in the range of $10,000 per year.
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FINANCIAL PLAN
The intent of this transit planning process is to develop a financially constrained plan which can
realistically be implemented over the next seven years. Therefore, the Study Team projected
operating expenses and revenues for the seven year planning period. Projections are based on
the FY 2017-18 WPCTSA operating budget as well as forecasts from Seniors First and the City of
Roseville. WPCTSA programs are funded through Article 4.5 of the LTF. Currently, WPCTSA
receives 4 percent of the western county LTF apportionment after allocations for
administration, planning/programming and bicycle/pedestrian facilities have been made. TDA
law allows up to a maximum of a 5 percent allocation for community transit purposes (CTSA)
under Article 4.5. With operating costs for existing programs on the rise as well as a
demonstrated need to fund supplemental costs of existing and new programs, the following
financial plan was developed.
WPCTSA Financial Plan
Recommended LTF Funding Allocation Policy
In order to balance increasing costs and a growing elderly population with limited dedicated
transit funding, the following policy is recommended regarding TDA LTF Article 4.5 allocations.
WPCTSA annual TDA funding allocation should vary as necessary between the current four
percent, not to exceed a maximum of five percent, depending on the specific annual amount
necessary to fund program costs. Prior to increasing the TDA allocation, WPCTSA should work
with the Transit Operators Working Group (TOWG) and WPCTSA/PCTPA Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) to determine whether program costs are reasonable and review cost
containment opportunities.
Financial Plan
Table 16 displays a summary short-term financial picture for WPCTSA. Appendix E presents the
WPCTSA Financial Plan in greater detail. Except where specific projections were provided by
WPCTSA, operating costs were grown at the rate of 3 percent annually over the planning
period. LTF revenues are assumed to increase by 5 percent annually, as assumed in the PCTPA
2023 Regional Transportation Plan.
As shown in the table, in FY 2018/19 WPCTSA administration of the program will cost around
$140,000. The cost of existing WPCTSA programs (including a 15% operating reserve) total to
roughly $1.47 million. Revenues (which include TDA, carryover from the previous year and nonprofit match funds) equate to $1.8 million, leaving a $366,800 positive balance in FY 2018/19.
The consultant recommends implementing high priority strategies beginning in FY 2019/20. By
FY 2021/22, operating costs for existing programs and high priority strategies exceed available
revenues. Consistent with the LTF allocation policy identified above, the LTF allocation should
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Table 16: Western Placer CTSA Financial Plan FY 2018 through FY 2024

be increased to 4.7 percent in FY 2021/22 and to 4.77 percent in FY 2023/24. At this level of
funding, both existing programs and high priority strategies are funded through FY 2024/2025.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following are recommended to achieve a fiscally constrained plan, as also shown in Figure
26:


Use the Connect Card for the Bus Pass Subsidy Program beginning in FY 2019/20



Provide funding support for Meals on Wheels delivery route planning and scheduling
software in FY 2019/20



Continue to support My Rides Program and supplement short distance My Rides trips
with a TNC Voucher Program beginning in FY 2019/20



Expand the Capacity of Health Express Service by four Vehicle-Hours per Weekday
beginning in FY 2019/20



Fund full cost of South Placer Transit Information “Call Center” beginning in FY 2021/22



Fund full cost of Transit Ambassador Program beginning in FY 2021/22



Fund the regional Mobility Management Training Program operated by the City of
Roseville via a contract with Paratransit, Inc. in FY 2021/22

The following strategies require further study:


Further study management opportunities of Health Express with Placer County



Partner with health care entities regarding providing TNC subsidies for patient
transportation outside the hours of public transit service

At the same time, WPCTSA should review all administrative and operating costs to determine if
expenses can be reduced in other areas that will allow further growth of the program.
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